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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2008
Spring addresses most aspects of Java/Java EE application development and offers simple solutions to them. By using Spring, you will be lead to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications. The releases of Spring 2.x have added many improvements and new features to the 1.x versions. Spring Recipes: A...
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Gameplay and designAddison Wesley, 2004
Before we delve into the murky depths of game design, I feel a brief historical overview of the games industry is necessary for the readers who are not familiar with the rapid growth and current state of our fast-paced industry.

The games industry is relatively young compared to most other industries, but it is one of the fastest growing...
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Minimum Reinforcement in Concrete Members (European Structural Integrity Society)Elsevier Limited, 1999
Hardbound. The ESIS-Technical Committee 9 on Concrete was established in 1990 and has met seven times. A proposal was put to European and extra-European laboratories entitled "Scale effects and transitional failure phenomena of reinforced concrete beams in flexure" which lead to several positive responses.
The central topic discussed...
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Debugging Applications for Microsoft .NET and Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Press, 2003
You get huge development advantages with Microsoft visual Studio .NET  2003—but you need a new bag of debugging tricks to take full advantage of them  in today’s .NET and Win32 development worlds. Learn lethally effective,  real-world application debugging techniques for .NET Framework 1.1 and windows  with this fully updated...
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Learning QGIS 2.0Packt Publishing, 2013

	This book takes you through every stage you need to create superb maps using QGIS 2.0 - from installation on your favorite OS to data editing and spatial analysis right through to designing your print maps.


	Overview

	
		Load and visualize vector and raster data
	
		Create and edit spatial data and...
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SQL Server 2017 Integration Services Cookbook: Powerful ETL techniques to load and transform data from almost any sourcePackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Harness the power of SQL Server 2017 Integration Services to build your data integration solutions with ease

	
		About This Book

		
			Acquaint yourself with all the newly introduced features in SQL Server 2017 Integration Services
	
			Program and extend your packages to enhance their...
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Scalable and Secure Internet Services and ArchitectureCRC Press, 2005
Scalable and Secure Internet Services and Architecture provides an in-depth analysis of many key scaling technologies. Topics include: server clusters and load balancing; QoS-aware resource management; server capacity planning; Web caching and prefetching; P2P overlay network; mobile code and security; and mobility support for adaptive grid...
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E=mc2: A Biography of the World's Most Famous EquationBerkley, 2001

	Already climbing the bestseller lists-and garnering rave reviews-this "little masterpiece"* sheds brilliant light on the equation that changed the world.

	

	"This is not a physics book. It is a history of where the equation [E=mc2] came from and how it has changed the world. After a short chapter on the...
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FreeBSD Unleashed (With CD-ROM)Sams Publishing, 2001
Did you know that the special effects used in The Matrix were rendered using the FreeBSD system? Yahoo and the Internet Movie Database are also powered by FreeBSD. Now you can learn how to use FreeBSD to its full potential as well! FreeBSD Unleashed is a complete reference guide for FreeBSD administrators, developers, webmasters...
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iPad & iPhone Administrator's Guide: Enterprise Deployment Strategies and Security SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Securely deploy iPads and iPhones on corporate networks


	Seamlessly integrate iPads and iPhones into your company's IT systems using the detailed instructions contained in this practical book. iPad & iPhone Administrator's Guide shows you how to use iPads and iPhones as business devices and manage them tightly...
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Restlet in Action: Developing RESTful web APIs in JavaManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		When I had a chance to use the Mosaic web browser way back in 1994, I fell in love
	
		with the web at first sight and became interested in HTML and the way the W3C was
	
		driving the growth of the web along with the IETF. A year later, I discovered Java by
	
		reading Sun’s white paper and was convinced that it would...
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Puppet 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	A revolution is happening in web operations. Configuration management tools can build servers in seconds, and automate your entire network. Tools like Puppet are essential to taking full advantage of the power of cloud computing, and building reliable, scalable, secure, high-performance systems. More and more systems administration and IT...
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